OFFSET BRACKET AND "T" SECTION CHANNEL TO BE WHITE

OAKS IN CHARNWOOD SHEPSSHED

'x'

(see Note 4)

NOTE
REVERSE SIDE OF SINGLE SIDED ARMS TO BE FINISHED IN WHITE

USE FOUNDATION TYPE 'B'
REFER TO SD/12/13

ARMS TO BE ADJUSTED TO ROAD LAYOUT

ADDITIONAL 25mm OF SIGN FOR BRACKET ATTACHMENT

SIGN ARM WITH SINGLE LINE OF LEGEND

ADDITIONAL 25mm OF SIGN FOR BRACKET ATTACHMENT

SIGN ARM WITH TWO LINES OF LEGEND

ALL DIMENSIONS IN STROKE WIDTHS (S/W)

ITEM | DESCRIPTION | MATERIAL | SIZE ETC
--- | --- | --- | ---
01 | FINIAL (WHITE) | GRP | TO FIT 114mm POST
02 | OFFSET BRACKET (FINGERPOST) | ALUMINIUM | CLIP TYPE
03 | TEE SECTION CHANNEL | ALUMINIUM | SMALL
04 | SIGN ARM | ALUMINIUM | FOR 114mm POST
05 | UNI-CLIPS (WHITE) | STEEL (GALVANISED) | 114mm DIAMETER
06 | POST (COATED - WHITE) | | 

NOTES
1. 'x' HT OF LEGEND FOR STANDARD FINGERPOST TO BE 40mm
2. 'x' HT OF LEGEND FOR TOURISM FINGERPOST TO BE 50mm
3. USE 50mm 'x' HT FOR ALL LEGENDS WHEN STANDARD FINGERPOST SIGNS ARE MOUNTED WITH TOURISM FINGERPOST SIGNS
4. LETTERS TO BE BLACK ON A WHITE BACKGROUND, FOR TOURISM SIGNS WHITE ON BROWN
5. OPPOSING ARM LENGTHS TO BE EQUAL (i.e. 'x' = 'x')